Protect Your Credit Cards from Identity Theft

New Card Shield Credit Card Wallet stops identity thieves from stealing your credit card numbers.

AND NOW YOU CAN TRY IT FREE

The secret is an ultra-thin metal lining that blocks portable radio frequency identification (RFID) scanners carried by the thieves.

According to the Federal Trade Commission, as many as 10 million people a year are the victims of identity theft, resulting in losses of $50 billion.

When criminals steal your identity, they can rob you of cash... buy thousands of dollars in merchandise and travel for themselves on your dime... even damage your reputation and your credit.

With modern technology, identity thieves can now steal your identity remotely - without you even knowing it. But when you carry the new Card Shield Credit Card Wallet, you can protect your identity and stop thieves in their tracks.

A Breakthrough in Personal ID Protection

Today's high-tech identity thieves carry portable RFID (radio frequency ID) scanners inside their coat pockets or purses... and silently scan their victims' cards as they walk past you in a crowd or even from a distance.

The radio waves pass through your wallet, strike your credit cards, and then transmit your credit card numbers back to the thief. You don't even know it has happened!

The Card Shield Credit Card Wallet is the solution... and can stop RFID identity thieves cold.

The Card Shield Credit Card Wallet is fabricated from a special light weight high-tech metal that blocks the radio waves transmitted by the RFID scanners.

Carrying the Card Shield is like putting a "force field" around your wallet. No scanners can penetrate. So while a credit card is inside the Card Shield wallet, it cannot be scanned. And you have one less thing to worry about.

Only Card Shield gives you all these advantages:

✓ Made from a light weight high-tech alloy.
✓ Blocks radio wave emissions from RFID scanners attempting to read your credit card numbers.
✓ Opens to a 6-pocket accordion holder for credit cards.
✓ Swiss design and engineering
✓ Approved by bankers to protect your identity.
✓ Measures XX" long by XX" wide by XX" deep.
✓ Weighs only XX ounces.
✓ Lifetime guarantee on craftsmanship.
✓ Comes with a free bonus checklist, How to foil Identity Thieves and an e-Book.

PAY NOTHING to try the CARD SHIELD NOW

EXCEPT a $3.99 SHIPPING and HANDLING FEE.

Click here to request your FREE TRIAL TODAY.